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TexBritta May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Damn good read

I see why you’re the most popular person on SS!

Great factual research…thank you!
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Franklin O'Kanu Unorthodoxy May 16

Agreed! Biggest thing that I think we need to focus on more was the psychological affect that the

US does on us as citizens: https://unorthodoxy.substack.com/p/september-11th-and-menticide

How do we feel about this?!
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Bobbrew May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Re Splashing Tiger: For the entirety of 9 decades I've lived in, I've looked at "art" wondering what it

was trying to say to me. Until now, what it said was nothing!

Now, with each of your new paintings, I feel compelled to "enter" them. When I think I'm through being

"in" one and move to another website, I'm always drawn back to have another look: ALWAYS!

I don't want to encourage you to much to compromise your efforts at saving humanity, but I want to

thank God that he finds you the time to do both. Saving and enriching humanity are necessary for life.

Thank you for using yours to enrich ours so abundantly.
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

Thank you!
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Momo May 16

Well said Bobbrew, exactly how I feel about Sasha's art.
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zuFpM5*M May 16 · edited May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

An interesting line of inquiry for a researcher might be into the perception of the threat of biological

agents within the DoD. The bioweapon-vaccine-countermeasure paradigm relies on the perception of

a real and imminent threat of bioweapon usage, yet the reality of US gov. training and funding Chinese

scientists to do research in modifying biological agents argues that those funding such research do

not believe that they will create an effective bioweapon.

How much of the GoF research then is funded purely to have something to point to in order to

maintain the perception of a serious bioweapon threat? There is a house of cards where the virologists

have to tell the government they can make effective bioweapons and at the same time assure the

public that all such research is safe. The disinfo channels have to claim that GoF is safe while also

darkly hinting that it really isn't. (e.g. Redfield now out of government and sheep-dipped as a sort of

minor critic of some aspects of the pandemic now hints at how he could whip up super bird flu in two

months in his garage or whatever. EDIT: Also, I recall Robert Malone writing about how his secret

sources told him there was a super bug that could stop Russian tank columns because it was so

dangerous.)

As long as the perception of threat can be maintained not just to the public, but within the

establishment, they will keep trotting out the vaccine-countermeasures paradigm against us.
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

All of the GOF research is a smokescreen for appropriating billions of dollars and have

justification for the medical fascism laws.
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zuFpM5*M May 16

I'm thinking of the intel analysts and DoD non-virologists that have to be kept mentally

invested in the bioweapon-vaccine-countermeasure myth to keep the bureaucratic juice

flowing. How is their belief maintained? What might be done to get them to question it?

I hope that this system would fail to function if the core myths were destabilized for the

normal people involved in the process. I like to think there are a lot of people in the middle

levels who don't realize what they are doing is wrong.
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

People's beliefs are very easily maintained by their paychecks. And they will absolutely

resist questioning these beliefs for as long as the paycheck requirement is to believe

this nonsense. People have infinite capacity for self deception.
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zuFpM5*M May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The whole reason I ended up as your reader was my interest in the Brooke Jackson

case, she and you yourself and Mike Yeadon are examples of people whose

motivation is not likely their paycheck and job security.

I'm sure there are more people with a conscience who might have it awoken by

learning some ideas that contradict the ones they have received thus far. I don't

mean career government virologists but there are intel analysts who have to help in

maintaining the ideas underpinning biowarfare.

With a skeptical mind and some doubts, they might come into contact with

documents or evidence that help to demonstrate that the biowarfare threat is fake.

Whistleblowers of that type would be invaluable. Like the Pentagon Papers helped

undermine the confidence of the public in the Vietnam war.
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Karla M LaZier May 16

Amen sister
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JLK May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

That makes so much sense. They know they are not succeeding at creating anything so they

must create a theatrical performance to continue the funding flow.
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robert stiles May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sasha's comments are the only truthful statements in the whole piece. It is stunning how many

humans are going along with this evil - just for a pension and a paycheck? It sure looks like WW3 has

been raging for 4 years now. Trump's warp speed poison was ordered as a "demonstration

countermeasure" under EUA. This was Pfizer's defense in open court in the recent Brook Jackson

case. 13 billion rounds of this weapon have been deployed worldwide the past four years. A COVID

bio-weapon is even more dangerous than a 223 round. Yes, all the components for WW3 and no one

sees it. Too funny.
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Albert May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

My mother died from the flu vaccine in 2003

Regarding childhood vaccines: there has never been a long term control study (20 year) on

vaccinated v non vaccinated children

Never ever! Why

That's all we need to know...
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John P. Wallis May 16

Greed is blind to suffering.
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Seeds May 16

Old people and others, continue to be targeted with dangerous and potentially deadly shots.

Injuries and deaths, clearly related to the shots, are ignored.

Most politicians, doctors, lawyers and judges are complicit by their silence.

That tells us all we need to know.
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Ken MacLean The Bigger Picture May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

"Comment: as stated above, nothing about covid is health or medicine related, and should not be

construed as such. Once it is properly characterized as a worldwide military deployment of chemical-

biological weapons and psychological warfare, everything becomes clear as day." Succinctly stated,

and you are absolutely, totally, spot-on with that. Your substack should be one of the world's most

read.
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George Chyz May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

This 2 part article is an excellent review of the plan-demic LARP given a new lens, preparing the public

for the roll out of future poisonous jabs without testing. By revisiting the twists and turns with this new

perspective the 8 mouse insanity makes since. The deliberate avoidance of addressing harms also

makes perfect since. Now the sheeple have been trained to accept the next version of the poisonous

jab.

In spite of all of that, I do want to address one point that was made:

"In theory, the new generation of mRNA vaccines should prove that the genetics contained in the

nanoparticles can be quickly and flexibly expanded, exchanged or reprogrammed as required. These

"minor changes" would not change the vaccine significantly. With this technology, lengthy studies on

humans, as has been the case up to now, should become superfluous."

This is clearly nonsense. One tiny change to DNA/RNA that is used by organisms to produce proteins,

is most likely to produce a toxic protein. Just because it's DNA or RNA doesn't make it safe. On the

contrary, there are countless variations of DNA/RNA that are harmful and a relatively small number

that are useful and healthy. In fact, a strong argument against Neodaewinian evolution is that small

changes in DNA are almost always detrimental to the organism. In order to produce a new DNA

sequence that is the template for a new protein, major changes need to be made. However, the

Neodaewinian theory proposes that small incremental changes are introduced via copying errors or

chromosome damage via ionizing radiation. Then slowly, over long periods of time, viable changes

emerge. On the other hand, opponents of the Neodaewinian theory point out the fact that most small

changes to existing DNA sequences result in abnormalities that most often result in offspring that die

before or soon after birth. This well known issue invalidates the premise that new generations of

mRNA vaccines would be safe without thorough testing. Even minor DNA changes can be

catastrophic! Thus, rolling out new mRNA jabs without years of proper testing is almost certain to

cause harm. However, since harm is clearly the goal, that inconvenient fact doesn't really matter.

How about 3 mice next time? If they all die in less than a month then try something less toxic.
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Clare Goldsberry Clare’s Substack May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Excellent series, Sasha! We all need to be aware of upcoming psy-ops with future gain-of-function

work such as they are doing on bird flu. We've been through this once and those of us who do not

trust the government or Big Pharma or doctors have escaped any damage -- the Pure Bloods are

doing quite well -- will not be fooled by the next one. However, many people are still being frightened

as the fearmongering continues. All we can do is try to warn people. They either learned the lessons

the first time or they will once again risk their lives the next time around.
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Bibi May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you for speaking the truth.
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Prof. Fred Nazar Scientific Progress May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Making the taxpayer pay for his poison at Warp Speed

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/making-the-taxpayer-pay-for-his-poison

What’s your best way to wake-up those who don’t want to open their eyes?

Please share your most effective wake-up strategies.

The more the awakened, the sooner this nightmare will be over!

The most effective strategy is asking about the person’s opinion on some of these topics:

Would you be interested in the story of how a father got 20 million dollars from the Government?

Or, show the video of the baby seizures:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/autism-day-shall-we-celebrate-the

That usually works, especially with young couples having children.

If the person doesn’t want to discuss injections, then food is a good start:

Why is food poisoning legal?

How Rumsfeld forced the approval of Aspartame.

Artificial sweeteners, MSG, PFAS, Glyphosate ... go organic!

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/why-is-food-poisoning-legal

Then I’d follow with "Are you opened to see if the actual data matches your opinion?"

Then I start showing some of the shortcomings of the Pharma industry:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/system-failure-ai-exposes-zero-government

Then, show that every single person on the planet should be suing Pfizer and Moderna for deliberatelyExpand full comment
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John P. Wallis May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Fauci & Birx trumped Trump with their medical bullshitery.
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Prof. Fred Nazar Scientific Progress May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Probably! the problem is that he kept boasting about Warp Speed in spite of all the evidence

which later became public ...
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John P. Wallis May 16

10-4 that. I said years ago trump should have admitted that he got duped long ago.
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MDskeptic May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I agree there is "no proven ability to reproducibly, at scale, make precise mRNA product for a precisely

defined “mutation” of a theoretically defined (modeled) spike protein of a theoretically defined model

of a virus." One then must acknowledge that an entire industry is in thrall to this supposed 'ability'.

Many or most who labor in service to this hubris have convinced themselves they are saving humanity

rather than mutilating, sterilizing or destroying it. What to do?
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alisonw May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I think you’re on target about deploying poisons in key areas to create fear and panic. I was looking

through articles a few months in scientific journal from 2005. One of the articles discussed deploying

poison/microbes through air, food and water to cause local outbreaks. Essentially using microbes and

poisons for biological warfare purposes. I’ll try to locate the article and post it in the comments

section. It sounds like that’s what they did as you point out so perfectly in your substack.
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Philip James Paustian MD Fudge Factory May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Excellent post. Thank you for illuminating your German colleague’s work further. When you use the

acronym LARP - are you meaning Live Action Role Playing. That interpretation makes sense to me in

the first use in part I and perhaps all uses, but I am uncertain. Thank you for sharing the Tiger print as

well. It led me to look at all of them. But for my Newfoundlands slinging drool and book shelves hiding

my wall space, i would definitely get the set. You are the most essential writer on Substack. Although

Fenbendazole Can Cure Cancer substack I first leaned about in an older comment session on one of

your prior posts is also enlightening.
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Wendel May 17 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It is late here in the Netherlands so I"ll wait till tomorrow to give proper attention to your article. For

now: stunning painting! Great imagine to close my laptop with. Thank you!
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Jam Beau May 17 Liked by Sasha Latypova

They've destroyed 10s or 100s of thousands of cows based on this garbage.

The states have almost ALL failed to set up checks on the Federal Destruction.
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David Kukkee May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sasha, I really like the Tiger...I found myself daydreaming while studying the watercolour print, and

realized it was the levitated water drops that had captured me, and the intent in the eyes of the tiger.

Please forgive me if I am out of place here, but I have something on my mind to tell you, and anyone

who will hear.

One day ago, I read about half of the non-fiction historical record published by R.N. Watteel, entitled

"FISMAN'S FRAUD The Rise of Canadian Hate Science". (I will read the rest tonight, Lord willing.)

Watteel is a PhD (Statistics), a mother and a very talented super sleuth with wide ranging scientific

skills. She detected the Covid fraud early on, went to the authorities in Canada, and was roundly

ignored after presenting infallible proof of scientific fraud by David Fisman et al. So she documented

all and wrote this book. It is fascinating and eye opening and very disturbing. (THIS IS NON-FICTION).

Fisman and his associates at the University of Toronto accepted money from Pharma, the Canadian

Liberal government and published fake, fraudulent and inverted data to support the planned fake

pandemic, efficacy of the "vaccines", lock downs, and the demonization of the unvaccinated. Fisman

has international connections notably, and is a tenured professor at U of T.

Watteel is bold, unapologetic, truthful and skilled. Her work has occupied my thinking now for two

days, and after reading your articles today, and coupling them together factually with the recent

disclosure of the 1,000,000 or so deaths of seniors following the roll-out of the genetic poison in 2021

(published by Karen Kingston) (Substack), I find myself in a quandary, trying to decide what to do

about the wholesale slaughter of senior citizens by the government sponsored Covid Cartel.

I cannot help but wonder how much unfunded liability the government has avoided by murdering all

these people, apparently without any regret or sense of guilt. Certainly a considerable motive.

I realize now that mercy has evacuated from my mind regarding these killers, and I want to see every

one of them at the end of a rope, or worse even.

The tiger can be admired for all it's beauty, strength, and skill in killing...it takes only what it needs, and

lives in harmony with the rest of God's creation. However, the murderous God-hating Cabal will never

be satisfied until it is destroyed. The Lord God will show NO MERCY to who fail to be merciful. The

Cabal seems to believe that showing mercy is a weakness.

You have been 100% on the mark Sasha, and your research and reporting to us the facts has helped

us to understand just how great an evil we are witnessing these days. Thank you, Sasha, we love you.
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Paul Vonharnish May 16 · edited May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Let's see: We (as civilians) can't fight our way out of a paper bag, so we hire it out to some asshole in

an expensive suit or military costume. Speaking of assholes. > The "Royal" Canadian Air Force. The

United States Marine Corps. The United States Army. The United States Navy. The National Guard.

The Department of Defense. The Central Intelligence Agency. The Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The United States Department of Homeland Security. The National Security Agency, etc.

When this doesn't assuage our "security" paranoia, we hire other payable reinforcements: Airbus

Space & Defense, BAE Systems, The Boeing Company, General Dynamics Corporation, Lockheed

Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon Technologies Corporation, and other significant para-military

contractors like these: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_defense_contractors There

are tens of millions of persons fully employed in "protection" services...

Well, paranoia still waxes supreme, so we then hire more protectors of our fragile health and welfare. >

The Department of Health and Human Services. The United States Food and Drug Administration. The

Environmental "Protection" Agency... The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The National

Institutes of Health. Of course the list goes on, but I'm still not feeling very secure. How about you?
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la chevalerie vit vérité et chevalerie May 16 · edited May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

You have to be brain dead to think that the proteins produced by changes to “the coding region”,

including the intended proteins, accidental proteins, fragmentary proteins, and any other detritus

produced, don’t have to be tested for safety in humans.
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Tintaglia May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Tiger 3 is my favorite of all your paintings. So dynamic!
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Gecko1 May 16

Wouldn't it be nice to put a tiger and Bill Gates in the same cage. A hungry tiger.
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Jam Beau May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Whatever level we accepted the narrative put forth by these monsters, we will forever regret

accepting any of it.

Maybe we didn't complete all the shock levels of Milgram's Experiment, but almost all of us

proceeded to many of the shock levels, despite the groans of pain in the room next to us.

Until we can acknowledge our own failings, including our misplaced trust/deference to sociopaths,

holding others accountable is unlikely.
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Heather H May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

We did. I wasn’t fully in but I certainly thought there was a virus. Always thought it weird they said

novel because we had a few coronavirus & Sars cov 1 before but thought maybe I was missing

something. The longer it went on the less sense it all made.

Now, this bird flu thing is just obvious bullshit. PCR driven bullshit with asymptomatic spread and

asymptomatic cows only effecting dairy cows. It’s laughable. I just pray many more are able to

see it for what it is. Bullshit!
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Jam Beau May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

We never demanded proof and evidence before accepting all of it hook, line, and sinker.

Now consider all the other areas they have us completely bamboozled and controlled.
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Cinoates May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you Sasha!

Great Tiger!
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JC May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

FYI,

NHS pro jab doctors & nurses still thinking they have some authority to jab people in the UK without

informed consent jab - a 96 year old dementia patient was jabbed without the consent of her children.

https://x.com/CartlandDavid/status/1791072982669865429
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Yet Another Tommy Tommy's Excellent Newsletter May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

clear as a bell
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Angels Grace Angels’s Substack May 18 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Stunning artwork showin the movement of water made it really come alive! Awesome art - well done!
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Marcella Amlie El Substack de Marcella May 17 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Excellent articles. Keep in mind they've been working on all of this control grid for more than a century.

It's too easy to get caught up in all the psy-ops being presented to the general public these days

when the truth is so difficult to swallow.
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Agent Roger 23 full duplex The Weekly Rebuke May 17 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The tiger attacks the water, maybe trying to catch a fish, but, all those thin white squiggly lines of the

water splash... that's masking fluid, right?

And the whiskers and the claws.

That's a pretty good effect!
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Sasha Latypova May 17 Author

yes, masking fluid :)
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Deanna Kline May 17 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The Eye of the Tiger! 

So stunning, Sasha.
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Gecko1 May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The Covid pseudopandemic is the most evil event I have experienced in my lifetime. The persons

behind it can only be classed as supercriminals. They should be locked up permanently.
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Scare Crow May 16 · edited May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Speaking of paintings, Sasha, are you responsible for this?

https://www.bitchute.com/video/bxWr1Ih42Ter/

Tell the truth. ;-)
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

Oh I wish! This masterpiece is by Bob Moran, a true maestro!
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HowardJ May 17

Bob Moran does incredible work. A bit nauseating at times like this Charles example but always

right on target.

I have too many Bob M favorites to list here but take a look at his Twitter, Telegram, or website.

The mother with a shield full of syringes holding her child is very moving.

https://www.bobmoran.co.uk/paintings/fight-for-you-original-artwork
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Fager 132 May 16 Liked by Sasha Latypova

What a cool painting.
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Daphne May 16

TY as always ! And very pretty new (?) profile pic of you! 
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Honeybee Honeybee’s Substack May 16

My first impression is that they will begin unrolling multiple types of highly genetically engineered

injections to determine the effects on a general public. I didn't know about Giordano's presentations

and had thought that perhaps an aerosolized virus might have been sprayed in certain key areas like

Seattle, Italy, and NYC to give the sense of a pandemic. Poison makes more sense. Otherwise, my

conclusions tally exactly with Sasha's.

DOD knows exactly what batches contained what and how much. The experiment was generalized for

huge distribution throughout a general populace. They're probably disappointed that so much of

Africa escaped the injection, but they've done well with Asian, Caucasian, Semitic, and combinations

of indigenous peoples + those populations. They've received much data in return.

Remember that no virus has ever been isolated so the genetic material or code is already highly

speculative and has zero to do with a coronoavirus. In fact, the code came from China if people will

think back. I think most likely they've introduced their most promising genetic marker to allow

transhuman adaption. The big X factor has been the genetic program in the individual. The laboratory

may control such circumstances, but in a general public setting, many unknown factors arise. We saw

that many people became very sick and disabled while many died. Many didn't.

These next steps suggested by Sasha's research will involve testing very specific DNA strains. I would

imagine their ultimate goal is to adapt the human body to accept all AI-like transhuman alterations.

The growth of white sinewy ropes extending from blood clots in cadavers constitutes a failure. I'm

convinced this material is the body's valiant attempt to disperse and cope with the nanotechnology.

This is one fact we mustn't forget. The human body is divine...whether or not you believe in Source,

God, Higher Intelligence, etc. The human body is constituted, in fact, to ward off and avoid

contamination of its genetic sequence...which allows humans to live, undergo incarnations, and grow

in a 3D world. Genes are also spiritual pathways to divinity.

DARPA needs to have the nanotech accepted into and incorporated within the body. Currently,

biosensors for heart rate and beating, blood composition, blood pressure, etc. can perform this

activity. They'll want this level of acceptance within the body for alterations likely to include replacing

neural networks with nanotech fabrications which will respond instantly to a given source.

DARPA and the eugenically oriented transhumanist need widespread data accumulated from as wide
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DARPA and the eugenically oriented transhumanist need widespread data accumulated from as wide

a population sample as possible; they can do only so much in the lab. As Sasha remarked, they've

never given a damn about people in the past, and I don't expect them to do so in the future. In fact, I

would caution people about being very careful about what they eat, from what source, and from what

location. Wash everything.

Perhaps in the future, DARPA will have identified specific genome patterns they consider most

advantageous to their research and have those individual's genetic material extracted for their

research. We could even see in the far-flung future summary execution of those without that genome.

Indeed, by birthing babies in incubator-like apparatus, they'll negate any other genomes.
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Peter Haddad May 16

No brag, but I pegged your pal RM early on... my spidey senses were on high alert.

He did however, give one talk in which I think he (perhaps intentionally and deceptively so) spilled the

beans.

He spoke of "Platform and Payload" as the new paradigm for disease treatment.

The LNP jabs will be the platform, and whatever kickapoo joy juice they cook up in the lab, and call

mRNA will be the payload; suited perfectly to the scary germ.

This way, they can "customize and deliver" a new payload for whatever strain of whatever disease

they make up, at a moment's notice. If your neighborhood has a particular strain, we can customize

jabs in the basement of the local cobbler shop and shoot you up at lunchtime. Whew!

And as long as there's an emergency declared, all those who still take the blue pill will clamor for it and

then thank God.

My favorite expression... "That's why they call it blindness".
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Heather H May 16

Excellent.

I’m still somewhat confused. If it’s not a virus how do we build antibodies? Also, how do you protect

yourself from this substance whatever it is called or the next? How does it spread from person to

person? I know shedding but how? Are they putting this substance into nanotechnology too?? One

last question. They have sequenced COVID. How do they do that and not discover it’s not a virus??

Sorry. I’m just really trying to understand this.
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Sasha Latypova May 16 · edited May 16 Author

Antibodies to theoretical models called viruses are theoretical constructs. They are not evidence

of any immunity to anything, and have never been demonstrated as protective to any

"vaccinatable" disease, because vaccinology does not use scientific method of proof. You build

antibodies every time you bump your knee against a table, inhale pollen, get a mosquito bite, etc.

But you don't become immune to bumping your knee on the table, do you? Body always

responds to stimuli, and creates "antibodies". The spread from person to person is by shedding

and invasion of your microbiome. That's why masks are bullshit, but washing hands and having

clean water supply is a good idea.
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Heather H May 20

Thank you.
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Agent Roger 23 full duplex The Weekly Rebuke May 17

About antibodies.

There are two views on this. One is that the antibody is a protein created by specialized cells in

response to an aggression by a germ or any non-human protein that reaches the blood. This is

the militaristic view. The immune system "patrols" the body, and if it detects something non-self,

it is bombarded and exterminated with a specific chemical attack. Each antibody would be a

weapon unique for each target protein. These proteins are generically called antigens. (They

used to say the origin of that word was a shortening of "antibody generators" but now that has

been scrubbed from the dictionaries)

There is another view. Which is not seen in schools or in scientific textbooks. The antibody is a

protein that is produced to repair damaged tissue. They appear when there is an infection

because there is damage, not because of the infection. So, they would not be weapons of

destruction if this is true.

Which one of these two visions is true? I don't know, I'm just a useless semi-anonymous

commenter of Substack. But I know that the first one cannot be true because everyone believes it

to be true. The opinion of many or of few or of only one says nothing about the truth or falsehood

of anything.

--

Metaphors have a way to confuse everyone and enable many frauds.

Scientists and doctors ought to be more careful with believing in metaphors literally, or designing

experiments from a mindset that makes too many assumptions.

This is what happens when there is too much specialization. Young people who go to study

science do not study literature or the arts, or the a bare minimum in the best cases. Therefore,

they are not immunized (lol!) to metaphor-based errors and frauds. They end up in garbage in-

garbage out situations because their edumacation is lacking.

The best educated people today are the MBAs, because they know data and language and they

can fool everyone else who only knows language or only knows numbers.
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Michael Kramer Michael’s Substack May 16

What about the patented law of DNA that makes every Vaxxed subject owned by the state? Its always

about the war od rulers verses the subjects
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Douglas Lloyd Peck Stories for All Ages May 21

I added an interview with Dr. Robert Young to the following story. It aligns with the statements of Dr.

Lee Merritt and Sasha Latypova and others that we are dealing with an intentional poisoning. Please

don’t be put off by the provocative title (it has grabbed a lot of attention):

https://liveyosemite.wordpress.com/2024/05/14/dr-lee-merritt-spike-protein-is-a-hoax/
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Mike Yerian Short and Sweet May 18

So basically the mRNA shots are a genetic operating system and each booster is an upgrade in

software, as Bill Gates said.
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Bard Joseph Joseph’s Substack May 17

Thank you Sasha.

As you say.

Many involved.

Totally agree with your daughter on woke.

Military is a deep rabbit hole linked to medical.
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Fancy Nancy May 17

I listen,,,not always time to read so didn't see the links. Sorry, I will hopefully have time this weekend!
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Bard Joseph Joseph’s Substack May 17

https://www.sciencealert.com/highly-pathogenic-bird-flu-detected-in-birds-in-new-york-city

Time for newest childhood jab.

Was your daughter on Alex Jones where she was abused by Couey? Link?

I know that he is suspicious of many.

Sorry you and she were hurt.
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Sasha Latypova May 17 · edited May 17 Author

My daughter is none of anyone's concern. I could not be more proud of her. She was interviewed

by Alex Jones, because she was popular ANTI-woke, ANTI-child grooming in CA schools. If

Couey feels the need to go after my daughter based on this, then clearly, he is PRO-woke-child

grooming agenda. Children are off limits. But not to him, apparently not. In addition, what does

ANY of this have to do with me? He screams every show that I am a traitor, anti-American - why?

Why so desperate to deflect from the public documentation of the military attack on all of us?

Why deflect from the laws that clearly enable and protect the military criminal cartel? Who is

paying him to do all this - go after kids and deflect from DARPA? let me think a minute.... Oh!

Probably those who benefit from this deflection and smear campaign - the military criminal

cartel.
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Fancy Nancy May 17

So what do you think Sasha?,,,,what he said about it us just being poisoned/sickened by something

and not a virus? I could believe this hypothesis because I believe that our government is that evil but

I'm surprised that a scientist like yourself would share this,,,,, unless you really knew something.
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Sasha Latypova May 17 · edited May 17 Author

Do you read my articles? Here is my pinned post, see points 14 and 15:

https://sashalatypova.substack.com/publish/posts/detail/123783749/share-center?

alreadyPublished=true

How to fake pandemics: https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/how-to-fake-pandemics-in-4-

easy-steps
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Bard Joseph Joseph’s Substack May 17

Thanks Sasha

I looked for that link.
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Bard Joseph Joseph’s Substack May 17

Thanks Sasha

I looked for that link.
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Bard Joseph Joseph’s Substack May 16

Fair enough. Thanks for sharing.

No one seems to be addressing the vaccine schedule except him.

Not personal, just business, as said in the Godfather.

Keep up the good work.
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Sasha Latypova May 16 · edited May 16 Author

"no one addressing vaccine schedule..." - really? Please unsubscribe from mainstream media and

subscribe to Toby Rogers instead. Dozens of honest people are covering this topic. It's not

personal, but grown men who feel the need to smear a teenage girl to feel good about

themselves are scumbags.
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robert stratton May 16

“And of course, covid was not a virus, it was small amounts of poisoning and large amounts of

government sanctioned and financially incentivized murder”. This is precisely what JJ Couey has been

saying, and until this comment by Sasha, no one else other than JJ is saying it. Those who should be

saying it the loudest (Kirsch, Malone, Weinstein, Tucker, Rogan) need to step up, “cup up”, and start to

speak up about this!
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

JJ Couey and his trolls have been waging a smear campaign against me, and stoop as low as to

smear my 19 yo daughter and other family members. He is a liar and a POS. He is deflecting from

the DOD, EUA Countermeasures, kill box laws and calls me a "traitor to America" because I point

them out. He is also smearing Katherine Watt. If he sometimes says things that are true it does

not make him an honest person.
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Givenroom Givenroom’s Substack May 16

You give me the creeps Sasha, I always knew it would be a DNA weapon, but now I suspect it might be

a personal drone, for everyone there’s a drone landing on your head, so watch the sky don’t always

look at screens……and I’m afraid someday they will jump from screens too, who knows they already

are?
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Patriot6335 May 16

Great piece, as usual.

On a somewhat related tangent — Sasha, are you or others in this commentariat familiar with the bird

flu theory of @I_Am_JohnCullen (on X) and how COVID was used as a patsy to cover up for this US

created manmade disaster?

Provocative theory.

Recently been made aware and curious if you or others have any insights.

https://rumble.com/v4stz8n-brave-tv-ep-1766-was-covid-a-cover-for-the-avianbird-flu-did-trump-

know.html
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

John Cullen is an intel operative, not a smart one, but they can't afford the best anymore. His job

is to post nonsense about flu pandemics and other GOF fear porn. Avian flu viruses, regardless of

how they are numbered are just as made-up as any other viruses.
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Pierre Obertin Expressis Verbis May 16

Hi Sasha, thank you again for your great work!

One should perhaps mention for EU citizens that rtde.tech (german version of Russia Today) is

blocked within the EU, but can of course be reached via VPN.
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Removed May 17

Comment removed
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Sasha Latypova May 17 Author

If you believe in viral pandemics and GOF from China, it's your problem, not mine. Have a great

day, make sure to follow the science, CDC and authoritative sources. This substack is not for you.
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Removed May 17

Comment removed
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Sasha Latypova May 17 Author

Do you realize that I said the opposite? Is English not your first language? YOU should

follow the science. I am NOT doing that.
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Comment removed
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Comment removed
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Removed (Banned) May 17
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Sasha Latypova May 17 Author

Ok, bye.
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Removed May 16

Comment removed
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Sasha Latypova May 16 Author

Please don't post Couey content here. I will remove it.
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